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Sir
4.1.2. three classrooms added one in second floor and two in Third floor added
added one computer lab in the second floor
classroom lcd projector total-5
one already in biotech 
one small room with smart room in zoology that also we will say class room
three more room lcd projector will be installed Now
Apart from this 
Zoology lab has LCD projector and classes are taken , Similarly Botany lab, Computer lab and Physics lab. This also
must consider class room with LCD 
seminar hall & Auditorium -3+1 one new seminar hall( chapel)
Biotech dept one lab is there which also we can consider a multipurpose room lab and seminar
seminar hall added one chapel
Video conference hall- what are the facility required we will create one if possible
class room with Lan 
why do not consider the hardware lab and another lab in the electronics dept as class room with the lan both the rooms
classes are conducted 
 or any room we can consider. possible create the facility and say yes 
Equipments more than one lakh - Please check with physics, electronics and Biotech dept
sports- newly created volleyball court 
4.2.1
Hard copy of journals also we are buying check with Librarian
4.3.1
computer lab  existing
Computer science 3+1 ( electronics dept jr lab) and one new lab
one in Bio technology and one small in Electronics Dept
4.3.2 Brandwidth we have to get Max points and do the needful
4.3.3. yes collect e content from various teachers
4.4.1 check the data and do the modification in the budget and budget we can change
4.4.2. Add more points while going through other college SSR we get more points
Thanks 
Thomas


